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Mining often involves multilingual translation
Whether your business is primarily in Canada where English and French 
are dominant, or your operations and customers are around the globe, 
we can help you effectively communicate in over 120 languages. 

 

Interpreting services are available on-site to enable 
multilingual communication during business meetings or 
conventions.
Occasionally you may require the services of an interpreter to help 
your staff communicate with foreign guests. Our interpreting services 
department handles over 1,000 assignments a month, so we can easily 
provide you with the services you require.
 

Choosing a one-stop language services provider rduces 
costs and improves consistency.
As your translation assets grow, costs go down and consistency goes 
up. Today’s advanced translation technologies enable the translator to 
identify word matches and other common terms. The translator will 
re-use the same words/terms which improves consistency from project 
to project. Plus, you are not charged for exact matches which reduces 
project costs.

Undeniable

Mastering the use of language services 
is mandatory in today’s world 

Quality and 
service that 

hits the mark.

High grade 
translations in 
120 languages.

Get a 
FREE 
quote 
today: 

Translation services for mining  
and exploration companies. 



Indispensable

Benefit from our resource base of professional 
translators with mining-domain experience.
Over the past forty years we have built a resource base of highly qualified 
professionals. We keep track of the high performers and use the best and 
brightest translators available. Why not leverage our resources?

Quick turnaround.
Our translation coordinators have everything they need to complete your 
order as quickly as possible:
•	 Advanced	IT	order	management	systems
•	 Efficient	client	communication	processes	
•	 Internet-based	portal	so	you	can	place	orders	directly	into	our	system.

Quality you can trust.
We choose experienced translators whose work is checked by a second 
linguist. Plus, we follow industry certified standards processes and our 
own best practices.

Accurate, quality translations delivered 
on time and on budget 

Translations you can trust 
You want your translations to accurately communicate the facts and to contain 
the correct terminology and nuances. We consistently deliver the results you 
need in more than 120 languages.

Types of mining materials we translate:

The key to quality 

Quality information coming in is the best way 
to get quality results going out. That’s why it’s 
important to collaborate with us early in the 
order process.

Contact us  
when the  
going gets 

rough
RUSH translation 

services are available

1-800-567-8100

info@AllLanguages.com

Certified to the world’s highest standards  
ISO 17100:2015
ISO	17100:2015	provides	a	framework	for	the	necessary	
components of quality translations – as recognized 
internationally. The standard covers all aspects of 
translation, including processes, resource selection, and 
the capability to deliver translation services. Compliance is 
ensured by recognized certification bodies through

on-site audits.

Canadian General Standards Board 
CAN/CGSB-131.10-2008
Developed under the auspices of the Canadian General 
Standards	Board	and	approved	by	the	Standards	Council	
of Canada, this certification establishes and defines the 
process requirements for the provision and translation 
services.	It	harmonizes,	where	possible,	with	the	
provisions of EN-15038 and was highly advocated for by 
l’Association	de	l’industrie	de	la	langue/Language	Industry	
Association	(AILIA).	

•	Business forms
•	Certifications	and	certificates
•	Contracts
•	Corporate	communications
•	Data	sheets
•	General	correspondence
•	Human	resource	documents
•	Internal	communications

•	Labour	documents
•	Operating	instructions
•	Patents	and	legal	documents
•	Product	information
•	Technical	information
•	User	manuals
•	Websites
•	And	many	more...

Manuals are accurately 
translated in over 120 
languages.

Technical information is 
translated by professional 
linguists who have the most 
suitable credentials.

Technical Information

We are experts at handling 
legal contracts. Over the past 
forty years, we have worked 
for thousands of lawyers and 
have the qualified resources 
you need. 

Contracts

Manuals

Project management of large or  
complex orders

We’ll assign a dedicated team to create a 
work-back schedule, monitor production 
flow and keep you abreast of progress and 
activities. We’ll sweat the details and keep 
things running smoothly.
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